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Product Details
Printed to last for years ahead!
Our indoor or outdoor business banners are a great return on
investment because they are built to last for years.
These banners are tough enough to take a beating of outdoor
elements over a period of time.
We use a premium heavyweight 13 oz. vinyl banner. It has a
very smooth surface for best printing results. This material is
typically used for billboards, building wraps, banners, event
flags, trade show signage, parades, etc.
Features:
• Oversized banners will be welded together (Double-Sided
Banners are not available oversized)
• High resolution digitally printed at 720 x 720
• Indoor and outdoor use, waterproof and UV safe
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals
including Diisononyl phthalate (DINP), which is known to the
State of California to cause cancer. For more information go
to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov .

Vinyl Banners FAQ
Do I have to use one of your templates for my vinyl
banner?
We have created templates for you to use as a starting point,
if you don’t want to use them and would like to design your
own banner you can start from scratch using our easy to us
design tool. Or you can upload your own files to make a
banner.
What thickness are your banners? Do you offer other
thickness options?
The banners we offer are two thicknesses: 13 oz and 18 oz.
The 13 oz is sufficient for any outdoor use. The 18 oz gives
added durability if you feel you need something a little more.
The 13oz and 18 oz banners can both be used indoor and/or
outdoor.
What are the differences between the 13 oz and the 18
oz vinyl banner options?
The 13 oz vinyl material is lighter and easier to roll than the
18 oz vinyl. The 13 oz banner is only available as a single
sided banner. The 18 oz vinyl offers the double-sided option.
What are the minimum and maximum dimensions of
your banners?
We don’t allow banners to be smaller than 6”x6” but we
would recommend that you don’t print any banner smaller
than 24”x12”. If you need something smaller than that we
would recommend one of the other types of signs we offer at
My Sign Now.
The maximum size of our banners is 120”x1980” (10’x165’).
As long as one of your dimensions is under twelve feet then
you can virtually print any size you want.
UPDATE if dimensions need to be changed.
What are the most common banner sizes?
The most common banner sizes are 2' x 4', 3' x 5', 3' x 6', 4' x
8’. But we can print practically any size custom banner you
need. For size restrictions please see the FAQ question above.
UPDATE if dimensions need to be changed.
How do vinyl banners differ from your fabric banners?
Vinyl is actually the more affordable option of the two. It is
also the more durable option and the best to use for outdoor
advertising. Fabric banners are an indoor signage option, and
they’re also scratch resistant and have curl-free edges.
Can I make a vertical banner instead of horizontal?
Yes. You can make your banner vertical or horizontal,
whichever you prefer.
What if I want a blank banner? How do I do that?
Find the banner type you would like, select your size,
material, etc. Click the blank start from scratch option, then
add to your cart to purchase your blank banner.

Custom Options
Do you sell banners with pole pockets? What should I
know about pole pockets and the ordering process?
Pole pockets can be included on both single and double-sided
banners (double sided banners are only available in 18 oz
vinyl). Pole pockets can be placed on the top only or both the
top and bottom of the banner.
Do you sell banners with Velcro?
We do not currently sell 13 or 18 oz banners with a Velcro
option.
Do you sell banners with wind slits? What should I know
about them and the ordering process?
Wind slits, which are designed to lessen the impact of high
winds on a banner, often are ineffective. If you are expecting
extreme weather, we would recommend taking the banner
down and storing it in a safe place. We also have the option of
mesh banners if you feel this would be a better option for the
area you live in and/or are advertising in.
Are poles included when I choose the pole pocket
option?
Poles to display your banner are not included with banner
purchases.
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